Refuge Europe - A Question of Solidarity1
Dear Conference Participants,
Welcome to the Chemnitz University of Technology! It is a great pleasure for us to
host the CEASEVAL Final Conference. We hope you find our program interesting and
enjoy your stay in Chemnitz!

Program (as of September 18, 2019)
October 1st, 2019
9:00 am

Arrival and registration

9:30 am - 11:00 am Welcome and opening panel
11:30 am - 1:00 pm The Politicization of
Responsibility (I)
Panel Session 1

Everyday Borders in
the Lives of Asylum
Seekers and
Refugees Coming to
Europe (I)

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Lunch Break

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Symposium:
Everyday Borders in
Harmonization in the the Lives of Asylum
CEAS
Seekers and
Refugees Coming to
Europe (II)

Panel Session 2

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
Panel Session 3

Future of CEAS – an exchange between
policy and scientific perspective

7:00 pm

Conference dinner

Solidarity,
Legitimacy and
Deservingness

FIELD TRIP:
Solidarity in the City
(until 6:30 pm, Info
below)

9:00 am Arrival and registration (M Building)
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Eine deutsche Version des Programms ist auf: http://ceaseval.eu/conference erhältlich
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9:30 am – 11:00 am

Welcome and opening panel

“Refuge Europe - A Question of Solidarity?”
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Room: M Building

The goal of this panel discussion is to reflect on one of the central principles of the
CEAS, the notion of solidarity, and on Europe as a space of refugee migration from
the perspective of ongoing research within the framework of HORIZON 2020.
Discussants:
Prof. Dr. Birgit Glorius (TU Chemnitz, CEASEVAL)
Dr. Anja van Heelsum (Universiteit van Amsterdam, ADMIGOV)
Dr. Benjamin Etzold (Bonn International Center for Conversion, TRAFIG)
Prof. Dr. Sabine Hess (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, RESPOND)

11:30 -1:00 pm

Panel Session 1

The Politicization of Responsibility (I)
Room: M Building

Chair: Anna Krasteva and Blanca Garcés Mascareñas
Nick Gill & Dr. Nicole Hoellerer: You decide! How European states have divested their

responsibilities for asylum determination to courts
Anna Krasteva: The refugee crisis as post-democratic crisis: new conceptualizations

for the migration & populism nexus
Blanca Garcés Mascareñas: Politics of mirage: discussions on the EU relocation

scheme
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For panels marked with

English. Panels marked with

we plan to provide a translation service English-German and German
will be English-language only panels.
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Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming
to Europe (I)
Room: Weinhold Building W/043

Chair: Martin Wagner
Milena Belloni, Benjamin Etzold, Albert Kraler, Ferruccio Pastore & Martin Wagner: Is

there protracted displacement in the European Union? An exploratory enquiry
Burcu Toğral Koca: Local Border Regimes, Civil Society and Refugees: The Cases of

Berlin and London
Paul Baumgartner & Meike Palinkas: (Perceived) barriers to integration and what to

do to overcome them – an empirical analysis of refugee integration trajectories
based on survey data from Austria
Claudia Paraschivescu, Birte Nienaber & Lucas Oesch: Borders and the mobility of

migrants. France and Luxembourg compared.

Solidarity, Legitimacy and Deservingness
Room: Weinhold Building W/044

Chair: Vincenzo Gomes
Marie Walter-Franke: Constructing labels for triage: EU asylum policy development as

a struggle to disentangle mixed migration
Klaus Neumann: International solidarity: meaningless concept or radical proposition?
Katarzyna Marzęda-Młynarska: Why was the EU ineffective in dealing with 2015

migration crisis? The blind spot theory
Walter Bartl: Collective action: problems of responsibility sharing and indicators that

define “fair share”

1:00 pm to 2:00 pm Lunch Break (Cafeteria)

Vouchers for lunch will be provided when you register at the conference and pick up
your conference materials.
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2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Panel Session 2

Symposium: Harmonization in the CEAS
Room: M Building

Chair: Blanca Garcés Mascareñas
Harmonization is often used as a catchall phrase in the further development of the
CEAS. It shall address the demand for equal results of asylum procedures in different
Member States and thus create a system that (supposedly) effectively prevents
secondary movements. But is it really that easy? Do Member States and stakeholders
speak about the same thing when addressing “harmonization”? And which tools are
used and which of them are most effective to reach harmonization? The symposium
looks at harmonization as a policy and legal tool from a bird’s eye view, from the
perspective of Member States and the perspective of the legal instruments forming
the CEAS.
Participants:
Jonas Bornemann
Östen Wahlbeck
Matthias Niedobitek
Martin Wagner
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Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming
to Europe (II)
Room: Weinhold Building W/043

Chair: Lucas Oesch
Birgit Glorius, Jana Beinhorn & Simone Gasch: Social demarcations and the creation

of insiders and outsiders – the example of asylum seekers’ and refugees’ access to
the German labor market
Brigitte Suter, Ingrid Jerve Ramsøy, Annika Otto & Franziska Böhm: Conveying norms

and values as integration work in Sweden and Germany
Sandrine Bakoben: Living between institutional borders and hopes: the educational

challenges of tolerated African refugees in German localities
Katrin Menke & Andrea Rumpel: Failed citizens, tolerated citizens? Health and gender

equality as borders and boundaries in the everyday lives of refugees

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

Panel Session 3

Future of CEAS – an exchange between policy and scientific perspective
Room: M Building

Chair: Jeroen Doomernik and Vincenzo Gomes
Most of the CEASEVAL findings feed into a set of scenarios on the future of refugee
protection in the European Union. Those scenarios will be presented at this round table,
to which stakeholders are invited who in their daily practice are concerned with the
reception of asylum seekers and refugees; organizing solidarity; harmonizing policies
and practices; and dealing with the consequences of secondary movements (i.e.
asylum seekers who travel beyond the country responsible for them under the Dublinrules). These issues manifest themselves at diverse locations and at varying levels of
governance; i.e. from grass roots to the international level. Stakeholders familiar with
any of those perspectives are highly welcome to join the exchange and to critically
reflect on CEASEVAL's scenarios.
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Field Trip (until 6:30 pm): Solidarity in the city
Meeting Point: M-Building

Chair: Simone Gasch, Jana Beinhorn and Hanne Schneider
In recent years, the reception of refugees became a highly politicized topic in
Chemnitz and culminated in the 2018 Chemnitz Protests. With this in mind, we want
you to discover the conference city Chemnitz from a different perspective. Not with a
touristic city walk, instead we will take you to places in Chemnitz where social
projects and cultural initiatives bring ideas of solidarity right into the city.
Where: Meeting Point in Front of the M Building
There are limited places for participants. If you are interested in this field trip please
sign up at the registration desk at the conference (seats will be provided on a first
come – first serve basis).
We will finish the tour in the city center close to the conference dinner restaurant.

7:00 pm

Conference Dinner

Restaurant “Janssen”
Schloßstr. 12
09111 Chemnitz
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October 2nd, 2019
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Panel Session 4

11:00 am – 12:30
pm
Panel Session 5

Solidarity from
Below: New
Perspectives from
the Local (I)

Everyday Borders in Multilevel
the Lives of Asylum Governance of
Seekers and
Reception
Refugees Coming to
Europe (III)

Solidarity from
Below: New
perspectives from
the Local (II)

The Politicization of
Responsibility (II)

Care and Vulnerable
Groups in Refugee
Regimes

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm Wrap up and Goodbye

9:00 – 10:30 am

Panel Session 4

Solidarity from Below: New Perspectives from the Local (I)
Room: M Building

Chair: Jeroen Doomernik
Marianne Kneuer & Stefan Wallaschek: Conceptualizing solidarity: a four-dimensional

approach
Lorenz Neuberger: Solidarity and urban citizenship in a small border town: a field

report
Maria Ullrich: Refugees' doing citizenship: negotiation nrocesses at the local scale
Gülce Şafak Özdemir: Understanding opportunities for solidarity practices
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Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming
to Europe (III)
Room: Weinhold Building W/043

Chair: Claudia Paraschivescu
Ivan Josipovic: Experiences of spatial and legal boundaries in the Austrian asylum

system
Ekrem Özyeşil: Securitisation of migration: explaining the social implications
Damla B. Aksel, Ahmet İçduygu & Sibel Karadağ: When the king is naked: contesting

migration control on the EU-Turkey border
Bernd Kasparek: Lessons from the hotspot approach? Writing legislation from the

fringes of Europe

Multilevel Governance of Reception
Room: Weinhold Building W/044

Chair: Ferruccio Pastore & Lucas Oesch
Tiziana Caponio, Irene Ponzo & Leila Giannetto: The multilevel governance of asylum

seekers' reception between centralisation of decision making and differentiation of
implementation
Melanie Kintz: The representation of state, local and NGO interests in national asylum

and reception policy making in Germany
Ilona van Breugel: Multilevel interactions in defining refugee reception policies
Carolin Nieswandt & Marius Wacker: The implementation of people sharing between

collaboration and conflict

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

Panel Session 5

Solidarity from Below: New Perspectives from the Local (II)
Room: M Building

Chair: Birgit Glorius
Christiane Heimann, Hannes Schammann & Franziska Ziegler: The politics of

transmunicipal solidarity: tracing joint action of local authorities in political
controversies on EU refugee reception
Arfaoui Rafik: Local solidarities for asylum seekers in non-metropolitan areas
Claudia Jerzak & Margit Lehr: Advocacy of fugitives and local solidarity networks
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The Politicization of Responsibility (II)
Room: Weinhold Building W/043

Chair: Blanca Garcés Mascareñas
Sandra Müller: From burden-sharing to burden-elimination? Austrian migration

governance strategies within the EU
Miao-ling Hasenkamp: Governing refugee (im)mobility through shared responsibility?

Paradoxes, tensions and possibilities
Philipp Lutz, Anna Stünzi & Stefan Egli: Responsibility sharing in refugee protection:

lessons from climate policy

Care and Vulnerable Groups in Refugee Regimes
Room: Weinhold Building W/044

Chair: Hanne Schneider
Kristina Ilieva: Politics of care and the border town
Magdalena Jäger, Katja Holz, Holger Jahnke: Local practices of social integration in

German-Danish comparison
Anna Siede: Integration through trust: conditions for refugee families to build trust in

early childhood education and care when interacting with volunteers

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Wrap up and Goodbye

Incl. farewell snack
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Getting to Chemnitz: Transport Connection
By train
Chemnitz is on the regional train network and has direct train connections to Leipzig
and Dresden. Long-distance trains like Intercity-Express (ICE), EuroCity (EC), InterCity
(IC) run from there. For further information please visit www.bahn.de (German)/
www.bahn.com (English).

By coach
Chemnitz also can be reached by coach from the main German cities. For further
information please visit www.busliniensuche.de (German)/ www.busradar.com
(English).

By car
Motorways (Autobahn): A4 and A72
A 4 – Exit to city center “Chemnitz-Mitte” or “Chemnitz-Glösa” (about 6 km to city
center)
A72 – Exit to city center “Chemnitz-Süd” or “Chemnitz-Mitte” via A4 (about 6 km to city
center)
Bundesstraßen (A-roads): B95, B173, B174, B169, B107
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By plane
Airport

Distance
to Airport Transfer
Chemnitz/Duration
of train or coach ride
to Chemnitz

Website

Berlin Airport 270 km – 3.5 hours
Tegel

Bus (TXL) to Berlin Hbf, www.bahn.de/
train connections to www.bahn.com
Chemnitz via Leipzig

Berlin Airport 240 km – 3.5 hours
Schönefeld

Regional Train (RE7) to
Berlin Hbf or to
Chemnitz
Hbf
via
Elsterwerda or Coach
(Flixbus) to Chemnitz
Hbf

www.bahn.de/
www.bahn.com/
www.busliniensuche.d
e/ www.busradar.com

Leipzig-Halle
Airport

100 km – 1.5 hours

Urban Railway
(S- www.bahn.de/
Bahn) S5 to Leipzig www.bahn.com
Hbf, change to regional
train to Chemnitz

Dresden
Airport

80 km – 1.75 hours

Urban Railway
(S- www.bahn.de/
Bahn) S2 to Dresden www.bahn.com
Hbf; possibly busshuttle
due
to
construction
work,
change to regional train
to Chemnitz

Prague Airport 146 km – 4-4.5 hours Coach to Chemnitz Hbf www.busliniensuche.d
via Dresden Hbf
e/ www.busradar.com
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Welcome to Chemnitz
We are already looking forward to meeting you at our conference “Refuge Europe – A
Question of Solidarity?” in Chemnitz. In this document you will find important locations
and some directions that will guide you through Chemnitz. Have a nice stay!

Chemnitz Central Station

Hotel

For the hotels “Chemnitzer Hof” and “Hotel an der Oper” leave the central station
through the main entrance. Take the first street on the right (Carolastraße) and walk
down the street (about 3 minutes). The “Hotel an der Oper” is located on the left side
and the “Chemnitzer Hof” will be right in front of you.
Hotel an der Oper Chemnitz
Straße der Nationen 56, 09111 Chemnitz
Tel.: 0371-6810
E-Mail: info@hoteloper-chemnitz.de
Internet: www.hoteloper-chemnitz.de
Hotel Chemnitzer Hof
Theaterplatz 4, 09111 Chemnitz
Tel.: 0371/684-0
E-Mail: info@chemnitzer-hof.de
Internet: www.chemnitzer-hof.de
If you stay in “Biendo Hotel” or “Dorint Hotel” leave the central station through the main
entrance. Take the first street on the right and walk down the street. Turn left and
follow “Straße der Nationen”. Cross the next junction. The “Biendo Hotel” will be on the
left hand side. For the “Dorint Hotel” turn to the right and follow the “Brückenstraße”
until the next junction. The hotel is located on the left. It’s about a 13 minutes-walk.
You can also use any tram from the central station and get off at “Roter Turm”. The
“Biendo Hotel” will be right opposite.
Biendo Hotel Chemnitz
Straße der Nationen 12, 09111 Chemnitz
Tel: 0371-27237302
E-Mail: info@biendo-hotel.de
Internet: www.biendo-chemnitz.de
Dorint Kongresshotel Chemnitz
Brückenstraße 19, 09111 Chemnitz
Tel.: 0371-683-0
E-Mail: info@chemnitz.hotelite-group.com
Internet: www.dorint.com
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For the hotel “Seaside Residenz” you can take the following tram lines: Tram 3
Technopark (from platform 1), C13 Technopark (from platform 3), C14 Technopark
(platform 3), C15 Technopark (platform 3). Get off at “Bernsbachplatz”. The hotel is on
the right hand side. Tickets can be purchased on the tram. One ticket costs 2.20 Euros
(Einzelfahrt). A 4-trip-ticket (4-Fahrten-Karte 1 Zone) costs 8 Euros. A one-day-ticket
(Tageskarte) costs 4.40 Euros. There are also taxis in front of the central station.
Seaside Residenz Hotel Chemnitz
Bernsdorfer Straße 2, 09126 Chemnitz
Tel.: 0371-35510
E-Mail: info@residenzhotelchemnitz.de
Internet: www.seaside-hotels.de

Conference Dinner
The conference dinner takes place at “Restaurant Janssen” which is close to the city
center. The restaurant is located at the end of the “Brückenstraße”, the street where
the “Karl-Marx-Kopf” (also called “Nischel” which is the Saxon expression for “head”)
is located. From the “Karl-Marx-Kopf” it takes you about 5 minutes to walk there. If you
are in front of the “Nischel” go to the left and follow the street, go straight ahead at the
next junction (Mühlenstraße) until you reach a little bridge that crosses the river
“Chemnitz”. The restaurant is located on the left side after the bridge.
Please remember: If you have signed up for the conference dinner at registration, you
will need to pay the dinner fee (50 Euros) in cash at the registration. Receipts will be
provided.
Conference Dinner Venue
Restaurant Janssen
Schloßstraße 12
09111 Chemnitz
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Hotel

Conference Venue

The conference will take place on the campus “Reichenhainer Straße” of the Chemnitz
University of Technology. You can reach the location by tram. The following tram lines
will bring you there: Tram 3 Technopark, C13 Technopark, C14 Technopark, C15
Technopark. Get off at “TU Campus”. Tickets can be purchased on the tram. One ticket
costs 2.20 Euros (Einzelfahrt). A 4-trip-ticket (4-Fahrten-Karte 1 Zone) costs 8 Euros.
A one-day-ticket (Tageskarte) costs 4.40 Euros. If you stay at “Chemnitzer Hof” or
“Hotel an der Oper” get on the tram at “Theaterplatz” right opposite the opera. If you
stay at “Biendo Hotel” or “Dorint Hotel” use “Roter Turm” right opposite the “Biendo
Hotel”. The journey takes about 10 minutes from there. If you stay at “Seaside Residenz
Hotel” get on at “Bernsbachplatz” right opposite the hotel. From there it takes 5
minutes by tram or 20 minutes on foot.
At the tram stop “TU Campus” there is a big orange building on the right side. Walk
right past the building. Use the path between the orange and the grey building until the
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end of the grey building. Then turn to the left and short after to the right. The M-Building
where the conference and registration will take place is right in front of you. The room
is on the ground floor to the right. We will provide signs to help you find the correct
building.

Conference Venue
eniProd-Gebäude (M Building)
Reichenhainer Straße 70
09126 Chemnitz
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Privacy Policy
A printed list of participants with the following data: first name, surname, work e-mail,
name of organization will be used at the conference registration for the purposes of
collecting attendance signatures. CEASEVAL will use these data for documentation
purposes only.
Further, we plan to distribute printed lists of participants with the following data: first
name, surname and name of organization to all attending participants of the
conference. Please contact Melanie Kintz at melanie.kintz@phil.tu-chemnitz.de if you
DO NOT WISH to appear on this list by September 23rd, 2019.
Important
Photos will be taken and videos will be made during the event, which will be used for
press and publicity work as well as documentary purposes, in online and print media
by the CEASEVAL project. By participating in the event, you declare that your picture/
video clips may be used in respective publications. You can withdraw your consent
by contacting melanie.kintz@phil.tu-chemnitz.de

Contact:
Project lead: Prof. Dr. Birgit Glorius
E-Mail: birgit.glorius@phil.tu-chemnitz.de
Website: http://ceaseval.eu
Twitter: @CEASEVALproject
Conference hashtag for your tweets: #CEASEVAL
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